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Electronic cigarette kit Elips
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The latest development in the family eGo electronic cigars. The main advantages of E-lips
electronic cigarette are: removable system that saves money. Only replace the evaporator head
of depreciation or incineration. 
Rating: Not Rated Yet Price Base price with tax 85,00 лв
Price with discount 50,83 лв
Salesprice with discount 
Sales price 65,00 лв
Discount -20,00 лв
Tax amount 14,17 лв

Ask a question about this product 
ManufacturerChina Shenzhen 

Description Successor to the hugely popular e cigarette eGo-C! The new E-lips no longer using standard
cartridges with wool and model (also call "Tank" - the "tank" in English, hence the model
name), which is filled with fluid and directly provides longer operation without recharging.
Uses a different system with replaceable heads evaporators. Only replace the evaporator head
of depreciation or incineration, which is 3 times cheaper than eGo-T vaporizer. Problems with
the flow of fluid from the magazine are minimized.
It is suitable for women or for people who want the elegance and the small size of the
cigarette. The tank is filled by removing the cap on the bottom of the magazine or by a
syringe. Charging with the USB cable to the cigarette itself that is charged directly to 5
volts.
 The kit contains:
  2x 360mAh Elips battery * Manual

  2x evaporator Elips **
  5x transparent type of filling empty Elips ***
  1x charger) from contact to Elips (5V)
  1x pillowcase for cigarette
  1x detailed user manual in Bulgarian
* Manual battery model with automatic protection against overheating of the evaporator (if
inadvertently holding down more than 15 seconds). A fully charged battery provides 700
activations. Battery life is about 380 charges. The charging time is 3-4 hours.
Elips ** vaporizer works with Elips fillers. For efficient operation of the electronic
cigarette should be replaced periodically.
Elips *** one loaded cartridge holds 1.1 ml of liquid nicotine and provides 200 to 250
breaths, which is equivalent to 10 cigarettes smoked. The cartridges can be refilled
repeatedly with nicotine liquid.
Dimensions:
  - Length of cigarette: 103 mm
Warranty:
6 months battery and charger devices in the kit. Note that the evaporators of all kinds of
electronic cigarettes over time change transmission taste and the amount of steam - usually a
period after which this happens or burned for about a month.
Keep the set away from children!
No persons under 18 years!
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There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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